
 
 AGA Porsche Transmission Tool 
Part #: AGA-POR-996-997-TMT 

Problem: 

Slight vibration when accelerating in a Porsche 996 or 997 with a manual transmission. The 

failure that occurs to the mount is the vulcanized rubber separates from the housing on the 

mount. This is a broken transmission mount. Without the AGA Transmission Tool, the mount 

is very expensive and is difficult to replace.  

Solution:  

Easily replace the transmission mount with the transmission in car, using our tool. 

Benefit: 

Able to replace failed transmission mount with the transmission in the car, will increase shop sales 

due to affordable solution offered to the customer. 

https://www.carid.com/aga/


Transmission Mount Replacement Instructions. 

1. Remove plastic under panels. Support

transmission with screw jack or regular jack.

Remove bolts and take down the bracket.

2. Pull upper mount off of the studs, rotate mount

and leave on top of the transmission. Remove

both urethane side washers (You will need those

later).

3. To remove mount, insert AGA-RIM-996-997.

Removal Installation Mandrel over the mount.

On the passenger side (R side).

Note: There is a machine notch that matches 

the notch in transmission casing.  

Insert compression rods into the mount and 

push them into slot in Removal Mandrel. 



4. Note: Machine notch in cylinder. Place it up
against transmission housing to provide
clearance. On the Driver side (L side)

Then install the Cylinder Cap AGA-CC-996-997 
and apply anti-seize or grease to the threaded 
rods and face of washers. 

While tightening by hand, make sure the cylinder 
is properly located, with the notch toward the 
transmission. 

5. Make sure the Removal Mandrel is

properly located into the mount and fully

seated.

6. Cut out any excess rubber to allow the
Removal Mandrel to perfectly seat in mount.

Note: If the mount is not properly seated, it 
could damage the mount and make it difficult 
to come out. Some failed mounts will have 
rubber sticking out; this must be removed 
before Removal Mandrel can be fully seated. 



7. Once the removal tool is installed, tighten

nuts by hand and ensure proper alignment,

start ratcheting both nuts to get good

tension. Continue to switch off between the

upper and lower rod, until mount is fully

removed and into the cylinder.

8. Before installing mount, ensure that the

hole in transmission is clean. Apply a thin

layer of grease to the inside edge (Doing this

from the driver’s side of the transmission).

9. To install new mount, make sure flat

side is facing up.



10. The AGA Transmission Mount features a

small machined step that allows the mount to

enter the transmission housing 4mm and

ensures that the mount will start straight. This

machined step must face the transmission.

11. Install from drivers side (L Side) AGA-RIM-

966-997. Insert compression rods into slots in

tool.

12. Install compression cap AGA-CC-996-997

with notch clearing transmission housing.

Grease threads and washers. Install nuts and

tighten by hand. With tool properly aligned,

tighten rods until mount is fully installed.



13. Again apply anti-seize or grease to the

threaded rods and face of washers.

14. Install the nuts and tighten by hand until

the tool is snug. Then tighten down the nuts

evenly with a ratchet. Please note:  as you

are tightening the mount ensure it is going

straight into transmission housing from the

driver’s side.

15. When installation is complete you will feel

ratchet tighten up.  Now remove tool, reverse

the procedure and install mount to chassis.

Discover other automotive tools on our website.

https://www.carid.com/automotive-tools.html

